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INTRODUCTION1 

 

elect four answers to the question what a reader should be to be a good reader: 

 
1.     The reader should belong to a book club. 

2.   The reader should identify himself or herself with the hero or heroine. 

3.   The reader should concentrate on the social-economic angle. 

4.   The reader should prefer a story with action and dialogue to one with none. 

5.   The reader should have seen the book in a movie. 

6.   The reader should be a budding author. 

7.   The reader should have imagination. 

8.   The reader should have memory. 

9.   The reader should have a dictionary. 

10.  The reader should have some artistic sense. 

 

This is a “little quiz” that Vladimir Nabokov once offered to his students.2 Many, he claims, 

believed that following the action, emotional identification, and a concern for socio-economic and 

 
1 Research for this article was supported by the Estonian Research Council (PUT1481). 
2 Vladimir Nabokov, Lectures on Literature, ed. Fredson Bowers (1980; repr.; New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 
2017), 3. 
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historical contexts were of utmost importance for a good reader. For Nabokov, a good reader is 

primarily a “rereader”: to fully appreciate a text, one has to read it more than once, paying attention 

to every detail.3 “In high art and pure science,” Nabokov argued, “detail is everything.”4 The detail 

in his novels, especially the visual detail, is itself an object of curiosity and fascination. This might 

be due to Nabokov’s well-known passion for the visual arts. As a boy, he wanted to become a 

painter and took lessons in drawing and painting.5 Some scholars relate the vivid visual quality of 

Nabokov’s texts to his synesthesia.6 Numerous allusions to works of art in Nabokov’s writings 

have become a separate topic of interest for scholars in recent decades. In their Vladimir Nabokov 

and the Art of Painting, Gerard de Vries and Donald Barton Johnson explore the relation between 

the role of the visual arts in Nabokov’s life and in his work. Their book provides a detailed 

overview of the artworks in Nabokov’s novels and also attempts to draw thematic links between 

the novels and the paintings. Another thorough study dedicated to the role of art in Nabokov’s 

work and life is Gavriel Shapiro’s The Sublime Artist’s Studio, which, apart from generally 

exploring the influence of European art on his writings, closely considers Nabokov’s passion for 

the Old Masters. The possible reasons for Nabokov’s interest in Early Netherlandish art are also 

discussed in Shapiro’s “Nabokov and Early Netherlandish Art,” in which he suggests that Nabokov 

was familiar with Erwin Panofsky’s study Early Netherlandish Painting (1953) and attempts to 

trace the manifestation of Panofsky’s ideas in Nabokov’s writings. 

This article, in turn, aims to bring into focus the role and experience of the reader who 

engages with Nabokov’s ekphrastic texts. As a case study, this article explores allusions to art, 

particularly Renaissance art, in Nabokov’s novel Pnin. Without seeking to be exhaustive, my study 

attempts to provide a close analysis of the detail, specifically two ekphrastic elements around 

which the analytical part of the article is based. Its first section “The Convex Mirror,” which 

considers allusions to Early Netherlandish painting in Pnin, deals with the issue of representation 

and sheds light on some of the representational and semiotic strategies employed to shape the 

 
3 Nabokov, Lectures, 3. 
4 Julian W. Connolly, introduction to Nabokov and His Fiction: New Perspectives, ed. Julian W. Connolly, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 1-12. 
5 Brian Boyd, Vladimir Nabokov: The Russian Years (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), 102.  
6 For Nabokov’s synesthesia, see Gerard de Vries and David Barton Johnson, Vladimir Nabokov and the Art of 
Painting (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2006), 24. See also Gabriel Shapiro, The Sublime Artist’s Studio: 
Nabokov and Painting (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2009), 20. 
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reader’s perception throughout the whole novel. The second section “The Gioconda Smile,” which 

is dedicated to the allusions to the oeuvre of Leonardo da Vinci, explores the emotive impact of 

the novel and the paintings. As its theoretical base, the analysis is informed by the concept of 

double coding as developed by Umberto Eco, Juri Lotman, and Emma Kafalenos. In particular, I 

regard ekphrasis as part of double coding, which offers an insightful perspective on its function in 

Nabokov’s novel. The aim of my approach is to explore the role of ekphrasis in provoking the 

reader to switch from an emotional involvement in the story to a semiotic perception of the text, 

whereby the reader pays attention to the detail and how the narrative is constructed. On the whole, 

this article presents a close interdisciplinary analysis of textual-visual strategies in Nabokov’s 

Pnin, with a focus on the metanarrative function of ekphrasis. 

 

 

THEORIES: ON EKPHRASIS AND DOUBLE CODING 

 

In recent years, with the development of intermedial studies, the concept of ekphrasis has gained 

popularity and undergone significant expansion. The term “ekphrasis” was initially used in the 

framework of rhetorical theory and, in its traditional understanding, implies a vivid description of 

a visual artwork.7 In his Museum of Words, James Heffernan proposes a broader and more 

inclusive definition: “the verbal representation of visual representation.”8 Siglind Bruhn goes 

even further by suggesting to redefine the term by expanding its meaning to the “representation in 

one medium of a real or fictitious text composed in another medium.”9 My usage of the term 

follows Bruhn’s definition. The aim of this article is twofold: firstly, to work out a methodology 

suitable for exploring the function of ekphrasis within the work as a whole; secondly, to develop 

a reader-oriented approach to ekphrasis. In order to do so, I propose to consider ekphrasis through 

the lens of the theories of double coding. The idea to locate ekphrasis within a broader theoretical 

framework comes from art and literary scholar Emma Kafalenos, who regards ekphrasis as part of 

 
7 James A.W. Heffernan, “Ekphrasis: Theory,” in Handbook of Intermediality: Literature – Image – Sound – Music, 
ed. Gabriele Rippl (Berlin, München, and Boston: Walter de Gruyter, 2015), 35-36, ProQuest.  
8 James A.W. Heffernan, Museum of Words: The Poetics of Ekphrasis from Homer to Ashbery (1993; repr., Chicago 
and London: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 3. 
9 Siglind Bruhn, “A Concert of Paintings: ‘Musical Ekphrasis’ in the Twentieth Century,” Poetics Today 22 (2001): 3, 
doi.org/10.1215/03335372-22-3-551. 
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doubly coded works.10 This article develops Kafalenos’s approach to ekphrasis, which is based 

upon Lotman’s notion of doubly coded texts, by supplementing it with Umberto Eco’s theories of 

double coding.  

The term “double coding” cannot be limited to a single definition, as it has been used to 

deal with rather discipline-specific phenomena in different fields such as architecture, literary, and 

intermedial studies. Rather than attempt to provide one definition that would cover all the features 

of doubly coded works, my aim is to identify the common denominators of double coding across 

different disciplines. The term “double coding” is a coinage of architect and cultural theorist 

Charles Jencks, according to whom postmodern architecture “speaks on at least two levels at 

once,” addressing both the general public (who respond to explicit easily accessible codes) and the 

more intellectually aware “professional elite” (who can interpret implicit architectural codes).11 

Umberto Eco adopts Jencks’s term double coding to denote a similar phenomenon in literature: a 

text, he argues, addresses simultaneously a “first-level model reader”12 (the one who only follows 

the development of the story)13 and a “second-level model reader” (the one who is interested in 

how the story is narrated).14 There is, thus, a clear analogy between Jencks’s and Eco’s takes on 

double coding: both theorists believe that doubly coded works can be read on two levels, which 

require different kinds of interpretive engagement. 

However, unlike Jencks who employs the term double coding to generally describe a 

tendency of postmodernism toward what he calls “conscious schizophrenia,”15 Eco provides a 

more focused definition. Double coding, as Eco sees it, implies “the concurrent use of intertextual 

irony and an implicit metanarrative appeal.”16 Thus, the dual appeal of a text—particularly a 

 
10 Emma Kafalenos, “The Power of Double Coding to Represent New Forms of Representation: The Truman Show, 
Dorian Gray, ‘Blow-Up,’ and Whistler’s Caprice in Purple and Gold.” Poetics Today 24, no. 1 (2003): 1-33, 
muse.jhu.edu/article/41226/pdf. 
11 Charles Jencks, The Language of Postmodern Architecture (1977; repr., London: Academy, 1978), 6-8. 
12 Eco’s notion of Model Reader implies that a text constructs its ideal reader who is actively involved in the process 
of its interpretation and is able to recognize the interpretive possibilities inherent in the text. See Umberto Eco, 
Confessions of a Young Novelist (London: Harvard University Press, 2011), 40.  
13 In this article, I rely on Mieke Bal’s distinction between a fabula and a story, whereby a fabula is a chronological 
sequence of events, and a story is the way in which a fabula is presented. See Mieke Bal, Narratology: Introduction 
to the Theory of Narrative, trans. Christine van Boheemen (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1985), 5.  
14 Umberto Eco, “Intertextual Irony and Levels of Reading,” in On Literature, trans. Martin McLaughlin (London: 
Vintage, 2006), 222-23.  
15 Jencks, Language, 6. 
16 Eco, Confessions, 30. By “intertextual irony” Eco means direct or implicit references to other texts. He uses the 
term “metanarrative” to describe self-reflective elements of a narrative. See also Umberto Eco, “Lector in Fabula: 
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metatext—stems from its intertextual and self-reflective nature. For Eco, the reading strategy for 

metanarrative involves two kinds of perception: a semantic perception of the text (i.e., a natural 

meaning-making process) and a metalinguistic semiotic perception, which implies attention to the 

form and code of the work as well as reflections on one’s own response to the text.17 The latter 

may be stipulated as a result of the capacity of metatext to produce the effect of defamiliarization 

and thereby de-automize perception, as in Brechtian theatre.18 Among the defamiliarizing 

strategies that provoke semiotic, or critical,19 interpretation is the intervention of the authorial 

voice,20 which functions to disturb the reader’s naive, emotion-driven identification with the 

story.21 Similarly to the authorial voice, ekphrasis has the capacity to defamiliarize. As Andrew 

Sprague Becker puts it, the attention to the “surface appearance” of an artwork in ekphrasis serves 

to provoke defamiliarization by shifting the focus from the “referent,” that is, the fictional world, 

to the “medium” through which this fictional world is presented.22 Likewise, David Kennedy 

argues that the “ekphrastic encounter” between different semiotic systems may put the reader in 

the position of an art critic who makes judgements about the formal and aesthetic properties of 

visual  representations.23 Analogically to the manifestation of the authorial voice in doubly coded 

 
Pragmatic Strategy in a Metanarrative Text,” in The Role of the Reader: Explorations in the Semiotics of Texts, ed. 
Thomas A. Sebeok (1979; repr., Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1984), 200-56.  
17 Umberto Eco, The Limits of Interpretation (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1990), 54. 
18 Eco, “Lector in Fabula,” 212. Here Eco adopts Bertolt Brecht’s term “defamiliarization,” or Verfremdung, which 
has also been translated as “alienation” and “estrangement.” At the core of the Brechtian concept of 
Verfremdungseffekt lies the idea that the identification of the theatre audience with the action on stage has to be 
disrupted through presenting the familiar in a strange and unfamiliar way and thereby distancing and provoking the 
audience to reflect. See Margaret Eddershaw, The Cambridge Companion to Brecht, ed. Peter Thomson and Glendyr 
Sacks (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 279. The term “defamiliarization” or ostranenie was coined 
by Russian Formalist Viktor Shklovsky, for whom art has the capacity to present common objects in an unfamiliar 
way with the aim of “de-automizing perception.” “Art as Device (1917/1919),” in Viktor Shklovsky: A Reader, ed. 
Alexandra Berlina (New York and London: Bloomsbury, 2016), 93. Similarly to the Russian formalist technique, 
Brecht’s theatrical device aimed to renew perception.  
19 Throughout his writings, Eco employs different pairs of terms to designate this distinction between the two levels 
of reading or interpretation, that is, “a naive and a critical reading”, “semantic and critical interpretation”, “semiosic 
and semiotic interpretation.” “Lector in Fabula,” 205. See also Eco, Limits, 54. Eco’s treatment of these terms as 
interchangeable suggests that a naive reading refers to a semantic understanding of a text (a semiosic process as such), 
whereas a critical reading implies its semiotic interpretation. 
20 By the author here, Eco means the narrator who is presented as the creator of the narrative text, not the real author. 
21 Eco, “Lector in Fabula,” 212. 
22 Andrew Sprague Becker, “Levels of Representation in Ekphrasis,” in The Shield of Achilles and the Poetics of 
Ekphrasis (London: Rowman and Littlefield, 1995), 42.  
23 David Kennedy. “Ekphrasis and Poetry,” in Handbook of Intermediality: Literature – Image – Sound – Music, ed. 
Gabriele Rippl (Berlin, München, and Boston: Walter de Gruyter, 2015), 82-88, ProQuest.  
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works, then, ekphrasis may function to activate a second-level reader who pays attention to the 

form and code of the work.  

Juri Lotman uses the term “doubly coded” to refer specifically to “a text within a text” 

whose code is the same as the code of the whole work, e.g., “the picture in the picture, the theatre 

in the theatre, the film in the film or the novel in the novel.”24 Even though his definition implies 

a particular rhetorical construction, the overall features and function of double coding discussed 

by Lotman are not essentially different from those described by Eco. Lotman observes that the 

embedded text may affect the reader’s perception of the primary text, particularly by emphasizing 

the realistic or distorted nature of literary reality.25 He gives as an example Bulgakov’s Master and 

Margarita, in which the realistic text written by the main character of the novel serves to 

accentuate by contrast the distortion of everyday reality portrayed in the primary text.26 The 

difference between the two texts may, thus, function to attract the reader’s attention to the 

fictionality of the work and provoke reflections on how it is written and constructed. Here again, 

generally speaking, we come across a metanarrative effect.  

Emma Kafalenos considers the notion of double coding within an intermedial framework. 

She employs Lotman’s term “doubly coded,” expanding its meaning from “a text within a text” 

(e.g., “a painting within a painting” or “a novel within a novel”) to one medium within another 

medium (i.e., “a painting within a novel,” “a television show within a film”).27 Kafalenos’s 

approach to double coding is of particular interest to my research, as it offers a new angle on the 

function of ekphrasis. In short, she regards ekphrasis as part of double coding.28 Doubly coded 

works, Kafalenos argues, include three elements: an “external element,” an “embedded element,” 

and an “embedding element.”29 The external element, be it fictional or real, functions as the 

“speech act of the external voice” (for example, an imaginary or existing painting which occurs in 

a novel designates an external voice of the painter).30 The embedded element refers to the 

representation of one medium in another medium (e.g., not the painting itself but its description in 

 
24 Juri Lotman, “The Text Within the Text,” in Culture and Explosion, ed. Marina Grishakova, trans. Wilma Clark 
(Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2009), 70.  
25 Ibid, 70-76. 
26 Ibid, 74-76. 
27 Kafalenos, “Power of Double Coding,” 2. 
28 Ibid, 7-25. 
29 Ibid, 9. 
30 Ibid, 9-10. 
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a novel, that is, ekphrasis).31 And the embedding element implies the whole narrative which 

incorporates the embedded elements and also functions as the “speech act of the embedding 

voice.”32 Thus, Kafalenos concludes, doubly coded forms (including forms which incorporate 

ekphrastic elements) represent a combination of two voices that speak simultaneously; the act of 

recognition and comprehension of simultaneously speaking voices, in turn, requires the active 

involvement of the reader/viewer in the process of interpretation.33 

 Now, it is possible to bring Kafalenos’s and Eco’s ideas together and conclude the 

following: the contrasting voices represented in a doubly coded artwork create a metanarrative 

effect and may thereby activate a (second-level) reader who is able to appreciate the self-reflective 

and intertextual dimensions of the artwork. Ekphrastic elements, specifically the intervention of 

the “external voice” of the “embedded” artwork, to use Kafalenos’s terms, may provoke the reader 

to switch from an emotional (first-level) involvement in the text to a detached (second-level) view 

of the work, i.e., a semiotic perception. In its capacity to defamiliarize, the manifestation of the 

external voice represented through ekphrasis is, thus, similar to that of the authorial voice: the 

intervention of both voices draws attention to the code of the medium itself.  

 

THE CONVEX MIRROR 

 

Nabokov’s Pnin features as its protagonist a Russian émigré professor Timofey Pnin, who teaches 

at an American university. His former wife’s son, Victor, is a talented and skillful artist. The fourth 

chapter of the novel, which is dedicated to Victor and art, includes a variety of ekphrastic elements. 

Especially remarkable is the convex mirror that appears in the novel when Victor gazes into the 

rounded surface of a car headlamp:  

 
In the chrome plating, in the glass of a sun-rimmed headlamp, he would see a view of the 

street and himself comparable to the microcosmic version of a room (with a dorsal view of 

diminutive people) in that very special and very magical small convex mirror that, half a 

 
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid, 10. 
33 Ibid, 19-30. 
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millennium ago, Van Eyck and Petrus Christus and Memling used to paint into their detailed 

interiors, behind the sour merchant or the domestic Madonna.34 

 

Several art and literary theorists, such as Shapiro, de Vries and Johnson, suggest that the passage 

alludes to van Eyck’s The Arnolfini Portrait, Christus’s A Goldsmith in his Shop, and Memling’s 

The Diptych of Maarten van Nieuwenhove.35 The artworks identified by these scholars may well 

be among the external elements embedded in the above-cited description: all three paintings 

include convex mirrors (see figures 1-3). In the following analysis, I will show that the allusion to 

these Flemish paintings is crucial to understanding some of the representational and semiotic 

strategies employed throughout the whole novel. Previous studies offer several interpretations of 

the above-cited passage. De Vries and Johnson, for instance, suggest that there is a thematic 

correlation between the paintings and the novel: the artworks mentioned in the fourth chapter, they 

argue, serve to support one of the main themes of the novel, namely “the importance of family ties, 

especially that of parental love, the fatherly love Pnin feels for Victor.”36 The problem here is that 

actually none of the paintings deal with the theme of fatherly love. My aim is to move beyond the 

boundaries of story-oriented interpretation of ekphrasis, particularly by shifting the focus to its 

metanarrative function.  

 

 

 
34 Vladimir Nabokov, Pnin (London: Penguin, 2010), 83. 
35 Shapiro, Sublime, 36-37. See also de Vries and Johnson, Art of Painting, 50.  
36 de Vries and Johnson, Art of Painting, 53.  
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Fig. 1. Jan van Eyck, The Arnolfini Portrait. Oil on oak panel, 1434. National Gallery, London. 
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Fig. 2. Petrus Christus, A Goldsmith in his Shop. Oil on oak panel, 1449. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 
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Fig. 3. Hans Memling, The Diptych of Maarten van Nieuwenhove. Oil on panel, 1487.  

Old St. John’s Hospital, Bruges. 

 

Shapiro goes further in his analysis by suggesting that Nabokov uses the convex mirror as a tool 

for the “manifestation of his authorial presence.”37 As seen in van Eyck’s painting, the convex 

mirror reflects the figure of the artist. The author of the narrative about Timofey Pnin is 

continuously present throughout the novel, but this author/narrator is also Nabokov’s creation and 

is, therefore, distinct from Nabokov, the real writer. In the first chapter of Pnin, the authorial voice 

intrudes into the narrative to comment on the physical state of the main character as follows:  

 
The sensation poor Pnin experienced was something very like that divestment, that communion. 

He felt porous and pregnable. He was sweating. He was terrified. … Was his seizure a heart 

attack? I doubt it. For the nonce I am his physician, and let me repeat, I doubt it.38 

 
37 Shapiro argues that Nabokov uses the convex mirror to mark his authorial presence in the fictional world that he 
created and controls like a god. That is, Shapiro does not distinguish between the author/narrator and the real writer. 
See Gavriel Shapiro, “Nabokov and Early Netherlandish Art,” in Nabokov at Cornell, ed. G. Shapiro (Ithaka and 
London: Cornell University Press, 2003), 246-50. 
38 Nabokov, Pnin, 12-13. 
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As Seymour Chatman points out, it is important to differentiate between “who speaks the text and 

who (or the principle which) has invented it.”39 The narrator, Chatman argues, is a “tool of 

invention,” not the real person who has written the text; more importantly, the text conveys a 

message different from the narrator’s utterance.40 By the authorial voice here, I mean the voice of 

the narrator who is distinct from the real author. In order to single out the function of the authorial 

voice in the novel, let us consider the effect that its speech acts create. As the above-cited passage 

shows, the authorial voice stresses the omniscient knowledge of and power over the character, its 

creation, and thereby points at the fictional nature of the narrative. 

Now, if we consider the convex mirror, an external element, its appearance may lead us to 

observe a similar effect. Lotman argues that the convex mirror in van Eyck’s The Arnolfini Portrait 

may be viewed as an “independent structural element” which functions to “reveal the very 

language of art” by emphasizing the contrast between the “flatness” of the painting and the “three-

dimensionality” of the reality portrayed in it, particularly the “rectilinear” figures of the man and 

his wife.41 In Nabokov’s novel, the appearance of the convex mirror, which transforms and 

defamiliarizes the figures and reality reflected in its surface, similarly attracts the attention to the 

language of art itself. What is especially remarkable is that, like in van Eyck’s painting, the 

representation of the fictional world in Pnin at times demonstrates flatness. For example, the 

features of flatness and artificiality emerge in the description of Waindell, a fictional town which 

serves as the main setting in the novel: 

 
The bells were musical in the silvery sun. Framed in the picture window, the little town of 

Waindell—white paint, black pattern of twigs—was projected, as if by a child, in primitive 

perspective devoid of aerial depth, into the slate-gray hills;42 

 

As follows from the analysis of the text, the convex mirror in Nabokov’s novel not only points at 

the presence of the narrator but also draws the attention to the way the world is represented in the 

 
39 Seymour, Chatman, “In Defence of the Implied Author.” Coming to Terms: The Rhetoric of Literature in Fiction 
and Film (Ithaka: Cornell University Press, 1990), 84. 
40 Ibid, 85. 
41 Juri Lotman, Universe of the Mind: A Semiotic Theory of Culture, trans. Ann Shukman (1990; repr., Bloomington 
and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2000), 55-56. 
42 Nabokov, Pnin, 21. 
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embedding narrative, particularly its flatness and artificiality. The metanarrative appeal in 

Nabokov’s novel is, thus, similar to the self-reflectivity of Flemish paintings, which acknowledge 

their capacity to shape the viewer’s perception. I suggest that the convex mirror is among the 

embedded elements that may be viewed as pointing at some of the representational and semiotic 

strategies employed throughout the whole novel. 

Let us again take a closer look at the portrayal of the figures, which in all three above-

mentioned paintings appear flat and angular. What Lotman says about the convex mirror in van 

Eyck’s The Arnolfini Portrait—its rounded surface serves to emphasize the flatness of the 

figures—is then also applicable to the paintings by Christus and Memling. Remarkably, the 

portrayal of the main character in Nabokov’s novel also lacks depth. The opening paragraph of the 

novel presents Timofey Pnin as a caricaturesque figure rather than a complex character: 

 
Ideally bald, sun-tanned, and clean-shaven, he began rather impressively with that great 

brown dome of his, tortoise-shell glasses (masking an infantile absence of eyebrows), apish 

upper lip, thick neck, and strong-man torso in a tightish tweed coat, but ended, somewhat 

disappointingly, in a pair of spindly legs (now flannelled and crossed) and frail-looking, almost 

feminine feet.43 

 

As we can see here as well as throughout the novel, the text constructs its naive reader who is eager 

to laugh at a disfigured and ridiculed image of a human being. As Charles Nicol puts it, “in its 

visible fragments” Pnin’s life is “either comic or pathetic.”44 In every chapter of the book, we find 

Pnin in different comical situations: in the first chapter, he takes the wrong train; the second chapter 

makes fun of him becoming toothless before prosthetic restoration; the third chapter ridicules 

Pnin’s poor English, etc. Boyd observes that the reader is encouraged to share the narrator’s zeal 

to witness the character’s next ludicrous misfortune.45 Essentially, Boyd describes the tendency of 

the text to appeal to a reader who is eager to be entertained by the disgraceful stereotyping of a 

human being.46 From a semiotic perspective, the narrator’s voice, Nabokov’s creation, is only one 

of the many voices present in the novel. And meaning emerges in the collision of the different 

 
43 Nabokov, Pnin, 1. 
44 Charles Nicol, “Pnin’s History,” NOVEL: A Forum on Fiction 4, no. 3 (1971): 197, jstor.org/stable/1345117.  
45 Boyd, American Years, 278. 
46 Ibid, 279. 
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fictional worlds that these voices bring about: the flattened space of the embedding narrative and 

the estranged spaces of the embedded artworks.   

The defamiliarizing function of convex surfaces is also revealed in the ekphrastic 

description of an imaginary artwork which illustrates a painting technique recommended to Victor 

by his teacher Lake. Lake’s idea to depict the surrounding world through reflections is supposed 

to allow the artist to present common things and man-made objects as unfamiliar: 

 
One way to do it might be by making the scenery penetrate the automobile. A polished black 

sedan was a good subject, especially if parked at the intersection of a tree-bordered street 

and one of those heavyish spring skies whose bloated grey clouds and amoeba-shaped 

blotches seem more physical than the reticent elms and evasive pavement. Now break the 

body of the car into separate curves and panels; then put it together in terms of reflections. 

These will be different for each part: the top will display inverted trees with blurred branches 

growing like roots into a washy photographed sky, with a whale-like building swimming 

by—an architectural afterthought; one side of the hood will be coated with a band of rich 

celestial cobalt; a most delicate pattern of black twigs will be mirrored in the outside surface 

of the rear window, and a remarkable desert view, a distended horizon, with a remote house 

here and a lone tree there, will stretch along the bumper.47 

 

It is remarkable that the same elements as described in the given extract (i.e., a tree-bordered street, 

elms, and black twigs) also appear in the embedding narrative, particularly in descriptions of 

Waindell, the main setting of the novel. However, in contrast to the eloquent depiction brought in 

through ekphrasis, the portrayal of the same details in the embedding narrative appears rather 

simplistic and even schematic. Pnin’s street is bordered with “identical” trees that lack any detail.48 

The path to Waindell College Library is surrounded by “leafless elms.”49 And the trees on the 

Waindell campus are depicted as a “black pattern of twigs” cast against a “primitive” hilly 

landscape.50 The features of schematic representation become apparent in juxtaposition with the 

surprising world portrayed in the ekphrastic description. Like the convex mirrors in van Eyck’s 

 
47 Nabokov, Pnin, 82-83. 
48 Ibid, 125. 
49 Ibid, 61. 
50 Ibid, 21. 
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The Arnolfini Portrait, Christus’s A Goldsmith in his Shop, Memling’s The Diptych of Maarten 

van Nieuwenhove, the polished surface of the car in Nabokov’s novel reflects and strangely 

transforms the fictional world rendered in the entire work. The important point to take from this 

section is that ekphrastic elements should be considered not in isolation but in relation to (or in 

juxtaposition with) other modes of representation rendered in the book. 

 

THE GIOCONDA SMILE 

 

The contrast between different modes of representation is further emphasized with the emergence 

of Italian Renaissance imagery. The external element that interestingly collides with the 

caricature-like image of Pnin is Leonardo’s Mona Lisa, which is embedded through ekphrasis in 

the second chapter of the novel. The explicit allusion to the painting appears in a description of a 

short film about Russian gestures made by Professor Clements, Pnin’s landlord and colleague:  

  

Laurence even made a film of what Timofey considered to be the essentials of Russian 

“carpalistics,” with Pnin in a polo shirt, a Gioconda smile on his lips, demonstrating the 

movements underlying such Russian verbs—used in reference to hands—as mahnut’, 

vsplesnut’, razvesti: the one-hand downward loose shake of weary relinquishment; the two-

hand dramatic splash of amazed distress; and the “disjunctive” motion— hands traveling apart 

to signify helpless passivity. And in conclusion, very slowly, Pnin showed how, in the 

international “shaking the finger” gesture, a half turn, as delicate as the switch of the wrist in 

fencing, metamorphosed the Russian solemn symbol of pointing up, “the Judge in Heaven 

sees you!” into a German air picture of the stick—“something is coming to you!”51 

 

The whole passage here portrays a series of different gestures and emotions, the “Gioconda smile” 

being part of this expressive pattern. De Vries and Johnson suggest that the passage may allude to 

the life-like and expressive portrayal of gestures and physiognomy introduced by Giotto and 

developed in the Renaissance.52 By evoking Renaissance painting, ekphrasis also serves to set 

 
51 Nabokov, Pnin, 32. 
52 de Vries and Johnson, Art of Painting, 57.  
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different modes and types of representation against each other. Let us for a moment take a look at 

Mona Lisa, which, like other works of Leonardo, features a realistic and harmonious representation 

of the human form (see figure 4). For Leonardo, the idea of uniting perfect parts into a harmonious 

whole was crucial to composing a human figure.53 The allusion to Mona Lisa in Pnin brings an 

external element—Leonardo’s painting—into the narrative. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Leonardo da Vinci, Mona Lisa. Oil on poplar panel, ca. 1503-1506. Louvre, Paris. 

 

When juxtaposed with the comic image of the main character in Nabokov’s novel, 

Leonardo’s painting not only emphasizes its flatness but also reveals its disharmony and 

disjunction. The portrayal of the man as a collection of disintegrated parts—“tortoise-shell 

glasses,” an “apish upper lip,” a “thick neck,” a “strong-man torso,” “a pair of spindly legs,” and 

 
53 Leonardo da Vinci, “Of the Selection of Beautiful Faces,” in Delphi Complete Works of Leonardo da Vinci, trans. 
Jean Paul Richter (Hastings: Delphi, 2014), sec. 587. 
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“frail-looking, almost feminine feet”—deprives him of form and harmony.54 Leonardo’s painting 

is, thus, quite the opposite of the latter image in the way it portrays the human being. What is of 

interest here is the juxtaposition of the realistic and the artificial. Lotman observes that when 

different representational systems collide, “one of them inevitably appears as ‘natural’ … while 

the artificiality of the other is stressed.”55 Based on this reasoning, then, the emergence of an 

external element that features a realistic and harmonious representation of human form (e.g., 

Leonardo’s Mona Lisa in Nabokov’s Pnin) serves to accentuate by contrast the artificiality and 

disintegration of human representation in the novel. 

A similar denigrating fragmentation may be recognized in the “linguistic portrait” of Pnin. 

The speech of the character is presented as a series of disintegrated utterances and sounds: 

 
If his Russian was music, his English was murder. … His explosive “hat” (“I never go in a hat even in 

winter”) differed from the common American pronunciation of “hot” … only by its briefer duration, 

and thus sounded very much like the German verb hat (has). Long o’s with him inevitably became short 

ones: his “no” sounded positively Italian, and this was accentuated by his trick of triplicating the simple 

negative (“May I give you a lift, Mr Pnin?” “No-no-no, I have only two paces from here”). He did not 

possess (nor was he aware of this lack) any long oo: all he could muster when he called upon to utter 

“noon” was the lax vowel of the German “nun” (“I have no classes in afternun on Tuesday.”)56  

 

And here again, the text, on the one hand, constructs its naive (first-level) reader who enjoys the 

stereotyping of the character. This kind of reader is appealed to through a series of Pnin’s comic 

flaws—linguistic in this case. A critical (second-level) reader, on the other hand, might notice that 

the humorous effect is achieved through the accumulation of incoherent sounds (a German-

sounding “hat,” an Italian “no,” and a German “nun”) and sentences selected by the narrator (“I 

never go in a hat even in winter,” “No-no-no, I have only two paces from here,” “I have no classes 

in afternun on Tuesday”).57 Thus, the comic representation not only deprives the character of 

harmonious form but also robs him of coherent speech. 

 
54 Nabokov, Pnin, 1. 
55 Lotman, Universe, 57. 
56 Nabokov, Pnin, 54-55. 
57 Ibid, 55. 
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 If, in the embedding narrative, Pnin is largely deprived of bodily wholeness and coherent 

linguistic expression, in the above-cited ekphrastic description, the character acquires human form 

and rich emotional expression through gestures. De Vries and Johnson suggest that in the pointing 

up gesture, Pnin resembles Leonardo’s St. John the Baptist, whose smile is similar to Gioconda’s.58 

Leonardo was one of the Renaissance artists who employed gestures as an effective tool of 

communication in painting. Gesture was among the rhetorical devices of persuasion adopted by 

artists.59 Leonardo’s St. John the Baptist is a good illustration of this idea (see figure 5).  

 

 
Fig. 5. Leonardo da Vinci, St. John the Baptist. Oil on wood, ca. 1513-1516. Louvre, Paris. 

 

In contrast to Leonardo’s paintings, the portrayal of emotional experience in the embedding 

narrative of Nabokov’s novel mostly lacks depth and accuracy. Pnin’s emotional responses are 

often represented in a rather superficial and disparaging manner: when in distress, the character’s 

face becomes a “mess of unwiped tears”; Pnin’s smile (unlike the Gioconda smile) is portrayed as 

an “uncontrollable” expression, a ghastly display of “an incomplete but formidable set of tawny 

teeth”; his crying is also shown as a ridiculous out-of-control situation: “he felt—unaccountably, 

 
58 de Vries and Johnson, Art of Painting, 57. 
59 Caroline van Eck, “Representation and Persuasion in Alberti’s De Pictura,” in Classical Rhetoric and the Visual 
Arts in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 17. 
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ridiculously, humiliatingly—his tear glands discharge their hot, infantile, uncontrollable fluid”; 

the depiction of Pnin’s laughter similarly has a sense of superficiality and disorder to it: “Pnin 

started to laugh: he rolled with laughter, the rather juvenile rocker fairly cracking under him. His 

eyes were like stars and quite wet.”60 The latter description, particularly that of Pnin’s star-like 

eyes, is especially remarkable, as it evokes the visual language of comics. What we encounter here 

is known as an umlaut-style substitution for eyes. In the visual language of comics, umlaut refers 

to an internal change of an object whereby its parts are replaced with different elements, such as 

hearts, Xs, and stars substituting for eyes in schematic faces.61 Eye-umlauts, in particular, serve to 

represent different feelings and emotions: hearts (♡♡) express love; Xs (XX) may stand for pain, 

unconscious state or death; and stars (☆☆) may imply a range of emotional states depending on 

the context.62 Pnin’s “explosive” utterances which occur throughout the whole novel also recall 

the language of comics: “With finger and thumb he grasped a long nostril hair … and sneezed 

lustily, an ‘Ah!’ of well-being rounding out the explosion.”63 The image of explosion brings to 

mind speech balloons which in comics are generally used to signify either speech or thoughts of 

characters. Jagged-edged speech balloons usually imply loud volume or emotional speech.64 The 

portrayal of emotional experience is, thus, reduced to lifeless schematic representation.  

At this point, I would like to consider the following questions: What kind of reader does 

this text, with its schematic imagery and a repetitive pattern of jokes, appeal to? And what 

emotional response does it produce? As Eco would probably put it, the text constructs its naive 

(first-level) reader as a consumer of comics and visual gags. Comics stories are often characterized 

by simplified pictorial style and a fixed schematism which involves a limited range of emotional 

responses, that is, the events in the narrative follow the same pattern subsequently causing the 

same emotions.65 In a similar way, a series of Pnin’s comic misfortunes repeated in every chapter 

of Nabokov’s novel lead the reader to experience the same sentiments over and over again. 

 
60 Nabokov, Pnin, 5, 44, 48, 69.  
61 Neil Cohn, “The Visual Lexicon, Part I: Visual Morphology,” in The Visual Language of Comics: Introduction to 
the Structure and Cognition of Sequential Images (London and New York: Bloomsbury, 2013), 44. 
62 Cohn, “Visual Lexicon,” 45. 
63 Nabokov, Pnin, 132. 
64 Cohn, “Visual Lexicon,” 36-37. See also Paul Martin Lester, “Balloons,” in Visual Communication: Images with 
Messages, 6th ed. (Belmont: Cengage Learning, 2013), 261. 
65 Umberto Eco, The Role of the Reader: Explorations in the Semiotics of Texts, ed. Thomas A. Sebeok (1979; repr., 
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1984), 117-18.  
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Remarkably, the sentiment which is frequently evoked in Pnin is the laughter at the ridiculed 

figure—a response that does not imply strong empathic identification with the character. Neither 

does it involve a wide range of emotional experience. In the novel, the limitation of emotional 

experience offered by comic entertainment is revealed through the ekphrastic description of a 

visual gag, when Pnin’s landlady Joan tries to console the weeping man with funny pictures:  

 

“Now, you look at the picture. So this is the mariner, and this is the pussy, and this is 

a rather wistful mermaid hanging around, and now look at the puffs right above the sailor and 

the pussy.”  

“Atomic bomb explosion,” said Pnin sadly. …“I cannot understand American humour 

even when I am happy, and I must say—” He removed his glasses with trembling hands, 

elbowed the magazine aside, and, resting his head on his arm, broke into muffled sobs.66 

 

Here, the interweaving of pictorial ekphrasis has a twofold function. From a closer perspective, it 

explicitly points at the limits of comic entertainment: the amusing pictures that Joan shows to Pnin 

fail to provide the beholder with relief from pain. From a broader perspective, the visual gag serves 

as a metaphor for the whole novel or, to be more precise, the limits of its naive reading. In his letter 

to Nabokov, Pascal Covici, the editor, points at the absence of cathartic resolution in Pnin.67 Lodge 

similarly observes that Nabokov’s “novel provides the reader with civilized entertainment rather 

than catharsis.”68 And again, such interpretation shows that, on one level, Nabokov’s text designs 

a naive reader who overlooks its metanarrative dimension. Ekphrasis, on the whole, serves to 

provoke a critical reflection on the narrative and the workings of visual representations, including 

the emotive impact of the visual language of comics and its schematic imagery. As seen from 

Lodge’s response to the text, a naive reading of the novel might leave the reader with a sense of 

dissatisfaction. The second-level reader, who reads the text more than once, can reflect on one’s 

 
66 Nabokov, Pnin, 49-50. 
67 Gennady Barabtarlo, Сочинение Набокова [Nabokov’s Composition] (St. Petersburg: Ivan Limbakh, 2011), 240. 
68 David Lodge, “Nabokov and the Campus Novel,” Cycnos 24, no. 1, (March 2008): par. 36, 
revel.unice.fr/cycnos/index.html?id=1081#. Lodge is among a group of scholars who view Pnin as a humorous novel, 
overlooking the complexity of its design. See also James M. Haule, “Terra Cognita: The Humor of Vladimir 
Nabokov,” Studies in American Humor 2, no. 2 (1975): 78-87, jstor.org/stable/42573073.  
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own naive response to the text and recognize the limits of the embedding narrative, particularly in 

terms of its representational and emotive aspects.  

Ekphrasis, which provokes a semiotic response to the text, may lead the reader to overcome 

the boundaries of naive interpretation and go beyond the humorous dimension of Pnin. If the 

involvement in the story, which is abundant with jokes and derogatory imagery, might leave the 

reader with a sense of dissatisfaction, the move beyond the first level of reading into the realm of 

semiotic interpretation may offer a way to transgress the limits of the emotional response to the 

work and appreciate the complexity of its design.  
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